
 
Do you want to become a member of a young team in an internationally active company? Do 
you enjoy working independently, aware of your own responsibility? Are you looking for a 

job with lots of possibilities to integrate your own personality?  
The KOMAB Holding takes a stake in companies with innovative ideas and approaches that match our 
group culture. In this way we build a versatile portfolio over the years to support our holdings in the 

fields of Finance, Accounting, Controlling, Judiciary, Human Resources, Assistance of the 
Management, Business Development, IT network administration, Software Development and Data 

integration. 
 
 

We are looking for a  

Senior Software Developer (m/f/d) 
as an additional team member for our Software Development department 

  

Our current and future tasks/projects are:  

- developing software solutions for internal e-commerce purposes only, focusing on quality 

and not quantity  

- our future projects will concentrate on… o product management o seamless order process o 

product dynamic pricing o packaging process  

- due to our big data manipulation (10+ million different products) our future will lie in the field 

of machine learning  

- creating a dashboard for full data representation  

  

Technologies we are currently using:  

- Jquery, ExtJs, Vue, SASS, Brunch, Git  

- PHP 7+, Python, C# (object orientated programming)  

- Symfony, Laravel, Pimcore, Sylius  

- MariaDB, postgreSQL  

- feel free to bring your own ideas for future tools  

  

What we expect:  

- knowledge in at least some of the technologies listed above  

- passion for our tasks and technologies  

- technical education in computer science or something similar  

- awareness of the importance of unit testing  

- responsibility and self-motivation  

- fluent knowledge of English and/or German  

- teamwork and communication  
  

  



 
What we can offer:  

- fixed and unlimited contract  

- a market-competitive salary based on your actual skill level and engagement  

- a good working atmosphere with nice colleagues, no dress code, almost no formalities  

- quiet office for working without distractions  

- weekly meetings for tasks and code reviews  

- possibility to do partial home-office after some time  

- good access to the highway, especially for our colleagues from south Styria or Slovenia 

(people from all countries are highly welcome)  

- multiple kitchens for lunch (fridge, coffee machine,…)  

- you will get at least two screens, a laptop and a smartphone  

- various benefits like a company parking lot, employee discounts, regular employee events, 

contribution to health expenses, fresh fruits, contribution of the company to a healthy lunch 

of AMBRO 

- we are legally obligated to disclose the minimum salary as regulated by the applicable 

collective bargaining agreement (Kollektivvertrag für Handelsangestellte), which is currently 

31.458,- Euro per year (gross), calculated on the basis of a 38,5 hour work week. The actual 

salary planned for this position is about 56.000,- Euro per year (gross) but may be higher 

dependent on your qualification and experience.  
 

 

 

 

We are looking forward to your expressive application to: 

KOMAB Holding GmbH  

z.Hd. Fr. Anja Gasteiner 

Otto-Baumgartner-Straße 4,  

8055 Seiersberg  

or per E-Mail to: office@komab.at  

Tel: +43 316 82 62 11 273 

  


